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Contact Number enrollee can enter max of 15 characters and accept only number formats. This was invented
to avoid a linear and sequential development of study unlike the Waterfall Study. Students Payment creates a
link to the report of list of enrolled students payments. After the allocation processes, students can access the
system to swap their tutorials if there is a place available in an alternative tutorials that suits them better than
the one to which they have been allocated. For instance is the Computer Fee where higher students year
allotted more time on it. Significance of the Study 5. In each department Registrar and Accounting
Department , there would be five computers and the one left will be reserved. They are also train to use data
flow diagram, flow chart and other graphical method of study in presenting the flow of the system proposed.
Overview of the Proposed System B. Proponents also adopt the theory of Stephen McHenry which is the
iterative implementation study. It was not design to send any mail, SMS or reminders about unpaid school fees
of the students. Proponents interact on different participants which works are related to the design proposal, to
gather relevant data form them. This may facilitate both of them to initialize reports easily. Definition of
Assorted in data gathering are Background Research includes company background, mission and vision , to
know their existing I. Occupation enrollee can enter a max of 10 characters and accept letter and number
formats. Accounting department deals with payments of students. Enrollment is the process of entering and
verifying For example, a frozen ready meals company learns that there is a growing demand for fresh ready
meals but doesnt know much about the area of fresh food and so has to carry out research in order to gain a
better understanding. Process: Any processing function. Airlines have Name of the student to pay. Enrollment
System is a good example of a computer generated process. To create the timetable, the UC Timetable Officer
UCTO consults with the lecturer-in-charge LIC of units about the possible times and the size of tutorials in
their units along with other details- details that are outside the scope of this exercise. The corresponding
decision-makers are assigned in order to renovate and gain improvements in existing enrollment system. Once
the allocation Process is complete the students have the option of swapping the tutorial if there is any place
vacant in any other alternative tutorial, which the student feels is better than the allocated one. Existing I.
Although this research is highly accurate, it does not gather the causes behind a situation. Just last ; the second
floor was partially built which now provides 6 spacious classrooms that accommodate the growing school
population. Subjects the program will automatically set subjects of student since every year level has their
own fixed required subjects. The main governing body at tertiary level is the University GrantsCommission.
Presented to: Ramos, Jobert R. Interview was done thru directress, registrar and accounting department
personnel. It reduces human errors and processing time, thus it can boost productivity and results into high
quality of product produce. The study is to show the advantages and disadvantages that arise in the
computerized enrollment system. Once the semester starts the LIC has the list of all the students enrolled in
the particular tutorial in their units with the help of the system which LIC gives to the respective tutor. The
idea behind this type of research is to study frequencies, averages, and other statistical calculations. This was
the programming application used by the proponents to design the proposal. Originally designed and operated
by airlines, CRSes were later extended for the use of travel agencies. LIC gets a list of the students based on
their enrolment in particular tutorial which they give to the tutors of respective unit. By the aid of work of
other school, proponents will have an idea on how to solve problems and formulate solution of being manual
transferring to computerized.


